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ABSTRACT Artificial intelligence technologies are considered crucial in supporting a decentralized
model of care in which therapeutic interventions are provided from a distance. In the last years, various
approaches have been proposed to support remote monitoring and smart assistance in rehabilitation services.
Comprehensive state-of-the-art of machine learning methods and applications is presented in this review.
Following PRISMA guidelines, a systematic literature search strategy was led in PubMed, Scopus, and IEEE
Xplore databases. The search yielded 519 records, resulting in 35 articles included in this study. Supervised
and unsupervised machine learning algorithms were identified. Unobtrusive capture motion technologies
have been identified as strategic applications to support remote and smart monitoring. The main tasks
addressed by algorithms were activity recognition, movement classification, and clinical status prediction.
Some authors evidenced drawbacks concerning the low generalizability of the results retrieved. Artificial
intelligence-based applications are likely to impact the delivery of decentralized rehabilitation services by
providing broad access to sustained and high-quality therapy. Future efforts are needed to validate artificial
intelligence technologies in specific clinical populations and evaluate results reliability in remote conditions
and home-based settings.

INDEX TERMS Digital therapeutics, e-health, remote monitoring, intelligent systems, deep learning,
machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The current model of care is resource-demanding and already
faces major challenges in coping with an increasing number
of patients due to demographic change, the paucity of skilled
healthcare professionals and economic pressure to minimize
healthcare costs [1].

Traditional rehabilitation services strongly rely on physical
therapy sessions, which are based on one-to-one interactions
with healthcare practitioners during a hospital stay (above
all during the acute and sub-acute phase of the disease) or
as part of periodic visits to specialized clinics (mostly dur-
ing the chronic phase). Despite the clinical-centered model
allowing healthcare professionals to closely monitor and
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support patients and their families physically and emotion-
ally, it presents some limitations. A clinical-centered model
that heavily relies on physical access to medical facilities
and prolonged interactions with trained specialists makes
events such as the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) and the
increased demand for assistance to chronic patients challeng-
ing to manage [2], [3]. Distancing measures necessary during
a pandemic phase and the increasing management issues
avoiding the overload of the healthcare system could lead to a
reduction in rehabilitation visits.Moreover, the lack of human
resources could affect the dose and quality of therapy patients
receive, limiting rehabilitation to relatively short periods that
might be insufficient to achieve functional recovery [4], [5].

Despite the growing evidence that intensive high-dose
rehabilitation positively impacts functional recovery even
long after the disease, therapy dose is typically rather low
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at all stages of the continuum of care. In fact, after clinic
discharge, there is limited support for ongoing rehabilitation
management at home, which is necessary for the mainte-
nance of functional outcomes in physical activities [6], [7].
To this end, there is a need for a sustainable approach that
facilitates patients’ long-term management more efficiently
[8], [9], [10]. Many efforts are needed to shift care services
toward a decentralized model opposite the conventional ther-
apy approach.

New developments are emerging as possible answers to
rehabilitation service limitations related to time, distance,
difficult terrains, costs, and limited access to clinical facili-
ties [11]. Some proposed solutions span from a live communi-
cation stream in which rehabilitation professionals guide and
encourage patients while monitoring their progress to more
advanced solutions involving various sensor and information
and communication technologies (ICTs), sometimes coupled
with artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to support the
monitoring and assistance in remote contexts [12], [13].

AI applications are considered to play a key role in fur-
ther establishing and supporting a decentralized rehabili-
tation model in which intelligent connected tools will be
employed to assist clinical decision-making, and health out-
comes monitoring [14], [15]. Many AI-based methods and
solutions have been proposed in recent years to support the
future challenge of enabling assisted physical therapy and
assessments in a minimally supervised and decentralized
manner, ideally at the patient’s home. However, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, no published works provided
a comprehensive review of machine learning methods and
applications used for remote monitoring and assistance in
the rehabilitation context. Some existing works in literature
have provided an overview of the role of machine learn-
ing algorithms combined with specific technologies used for
rehabilitation issues, such as wearable sensors [16], [17] and
vision-based motion capture technologies [18]. More specif-
ically, a recent work emphasized machine learning methods
for movement evaluation in rehabilitation programs using
motion capture systems [19]. Other works highlighted the
progress in machine learning for automated evaluation of
patient performance and recovery, introducing data analytics
to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of care for physi-
cal rehabilitation [20].

Due to the growing importance of AI-based applications
to support remote rehabilitation procedures, with the present
work, for the first time, the authors aim to provide succinctly
state-of-the-art about AI-based machine learning solutions
supporting the promotion and delivery of physical ther-
apy from a distance. This paper is targeted at researchers
and technical developers in the field of intelligent systems
for smart monitoring and assessment in rehabilitation. The
goal is to highlight key aspects where emerging AI-based
machine learning approaches may help solve peculiar clinical
practice issues. Both advantages and drawbacks of exist-
ing approaches and future implications of AI-based solu-
tions supporting decentralized rehabilitation services are

pertinently discussed by the authors. The review and recom-
mendations provided in this paper aim to guide the design of
the next generation of AI applications in rehabilitation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
review methods and article selection procedure. Section III
presents the results achieved and surveys of machine learn-
ing methods and applications proposed in recent years.
Section IV provides a discussion about the potential direction
of future research avenues. Section V concludes the work.

II. MATERIALS & METHODS
A. STUDY DESIGN AND CONTRIBUTION
This work aims to provide general and comprehensive con-
tent with the scope to better understand the recent field
development.

Considering the aim of this study, a systematic literature
review is an appropriate research design and strategy accord-
ingly to Snyder guidelines [21]. Therefore, the results are
synthesized and discussed according to a qualitative research
approach that entails undertaking a thorough critique of each
piece of text and identifying recurring themes from different
works, which finally contribute to forming the basis for the
critical conclusions of analyzed studies [22].

To the authors’ knowledge, this article would be the first
review to discuss the challenges, opportunities, and solu-
tions of AI applications for rehabilitation services provided
in remote and decentralized conditions. Most of the current
literature addressing AI technologies and methods in rehabil-
itation is focused on specific applications or a specific area
of research. This work offers a broader overview of different
research areas and applications. Table 1 highlights the major
differences between this review article with other articles
published in the rehabilitation field. In addition, this work
highlights the richness and complexity of each application
domain to guide future research and developments.

The main contribution of the article is outlined as follows:

• AI-based systems and technologies for monitoring and
assistance in rehabilitation are identified and discussed
along with their practical implications;

• machine learning algorithms that find their application
in rehabilitation are classified and discussed according
to the state-of-art literature;

• machine learning methods and approaches are out-
lined and discussed according to the clinical application
scopes from a practical point of view;

• challenges and future trends of AI applications for reha-
bilitation services provided at a distance are outlined.

B. LITERATURE SEARCH STRATEGY
A literature search was conducted in PubMed, IEEE Xplore,
and Scopus databases by covering the period from 2010 to
May 2022. A structured search strategy was performed in
each electronic database concerning AI-based machine learn-
ing methods and applications supporting remote monitoring
and assistance in the rehabilitation context. The same search
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TABLE 1. Key differences between this review and existing literature.

TABLE 2. Electronic search strategy.

string was used for PubMed, IEEE Xplore, and Scopus, with
the only difference due to the syntax required by the database.
Performed queries are shown in Table 2.

C. STUDY SELECTION PROCESS
This review was carried out according to the Cochrane Col-
laboration methodology [23]. The article selection process

FIGURE 1. PRISMA flowchart of the results from the literature search.

based on the PRISMA guidelines [24] is schematically pre-
sented in Figure 1.

After removing duplicated articles, titles and abstracts
were explored, and then full-text screening was conducted
according to inclusion and exclusion criteria for eligibil-
ity. Only the most recent study was retained when the
same authors published several studies on the same research
initiative.

Inclusion criteria were: (i) articles describing AI methods
and applications; (ii) articles concerning both clinical and
technical aspects of solving issues regarding decentralized
services in rehabilitation; (iii) articles that must be written
in English; (iv) articles published after 2010 (considering the
recent employment of AI applications in healthcare field it
would not be necessary to review older articles). Exclusion
criteria were: (i) machine learning techniques not addressed
by authors; (ii) technical laboratory studies describing only
systems developments not covering clinical issues; (iii) only
the most recent work was retained when advancements
from previous research initiatives of the same author were
retrieved; (v) review articles.

D. DATA EXTRACTION PROCESS
Data extraction was performed manually. The extracted data
included: (i) characteristics of the system involved in acquir-
ing data; (ii) main features concerning the machine learning
algorithms and results retrieved; (iii) information about the
clinical application field evidencing rehabilitation scopes and
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therapy issues; (iv) the study aims and its characteristics
evidencing drawbacks and advantages reported by respective
authors. The ‘‘Scimago Journal & Country Rank’’ (SJR)
database was used to extract quartile metrics to assess the
quality of selected studies.

III. RESULTS
A. DATA SYNTHESIS
The initial paper search yielded a total of 519 results. After the
preliminary screening, 93 articles were selected for eligibility.
Applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria led to 35 articles
related to AI-based machine learning solutions supporting
the monitoring and assistance of physical therapy from a
distance. Figure 1 schematically presents the results of each
step of the review process.

The data extracted from reviewed articles are summarized
and presented as follows: distribution of the number of arti-
cles according to the SJR quality quartile metrics over the
years in Figure 2, characteristics of systems and machine
learning methods in Table 3, information concerning the
clinical application context in Table 4, implications and draw-
backs of the selected studies in Table 5.

FIGURE 2. Distribution of the number of articles published every year and
quality quartile ranking according to SJR database. Abbreviations: N.R. =

not reported.

Wearable capture motion systems resulted in applications
most used in selected studies. Almost all the reviewed articles
addressed classification, and regression algorithms, except in
work [25], which applied an unsupervised learning technique
for a clustering task. Figure 3 graphically summarizes all the
results retrieved.

Most AI-based machine learning algorithms have been
trained to recognize activities and evaluate specific move-
ments remotely, predicting motion data from more complex
systems using unobtrusive and low-cost technology. Minor
studies focused on the prediction of the patient’s clinical
status.

Most of the included works resulted in feasibility and
validation studies conducted in supervised laboratory settings
involving healthy subjects. Figure 4 compares articles for
applications scope and SJR quality quartile metrics to evi-
dence some existing literature shortcomings.

FIGURE 3. Results synthesis: A) capture motion technologies, B) machine
learning tasks, C) machine learning applications.

FIGURE 4. Radar chart comparing the reviewed articles for SJR quartile
quality metrics and their application scopes. Abbreviations: N.R. = not
reported.

B. AI-BASED SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
The remote delivery of rehabilitation services should enable
therapists to optimize the timing, intensity, and duration of
therapy which is often not possible due to the constraints
of face-to-face treatment protocols of the traditional health-
care model. Therefore, ICTs used in decentralized rehabil-
itation services allow facing traditional logistic problems
making treatments access equitable to geographically remote
individuals.

Applications to date used to support decentralized ser-
vices can be categorized as: i) synchronous systems using
real-time electronic communication via simple webinar plat-
forms through which healthcare professionals provide audio
and video support for the patient, and ii) asynchronous sys-
tems using store-and-forward communication involving data
and collection through distributed devices [60], [61]. Health-
care professionals typically use synchronous systems to inter-
act with patients on a live communication stream, guiding
and encouraging patients by monitoring their progress. Asyn-
chronous approaches, in general, involve the acquisition,
transmission, and elaboration of data to generate an appro-
priate action in patient care with associated decision sup-
port [13]. Such approaches have attracted recent researchers’
interest, as evidenced by the results of reviewed articles.
Some attempts have been made to provide real-time audio
and video suggestions with asynchronous technologies.
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TABLE 3. Summary of the paper lists and information related methods, techniques, and results retrieved. Abbreviations: ML: machine learning, LSTM:
long short-term memory, DT: decision tree, MAE: mean absolute error, IMU: inertial measurement unit, KNN: K-nearest neighbor, SVM: support vector
machine, RF: random forest, MLP: multilayer perceptron, CNN: convolution neural network, SOM: self-organized map, CART: classification regression tree,
GCN: graph convolutional network, NB: naive bayesian, HMM: hidden Markov model, ELM: extreme learning machine.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Summary of the paper lists and information related methods, techniques, and results retrieved. Abbreviations: ML: machine
learning, LSTM: long short-term memory, DT: decision tree, MAE: mean absolute error, IMU: inertial measurement unit, KNN: K-nearest neighbor, SVM:
support vector machine, RF: random forest, MLP: multilayer perceptron, CNN: convolution neural network, SOM: self-organized map, CART: classification
regression tree, GCN: graph convolutional network, NB: naive bayesian, HMM: hidden Markov model, ELM: extreme learning machine.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Summary of the paper lists and information related methods, techniques, and results retrieved. Abbreviations: ML: machine
learning, LSTM: long short-term memory, DT: decision tree, MAE: mean absolute error, IMU: inertial measurement unit, KNN: K-nearest neighbor, SVM:
support vector machine, RF: random forest, MLP: multilayer perceptron, CNN: convolution neural network, SOM: self-organized map, CART: classification
regression tree, GCN: graph convolutional network, NB: naive bayesian, HMM: hidden Markov model, ELM: extreme learning machine.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Summary of the paper lists and information related methods, techniques, and results retrieved. Abbreviations: ML: machine
learning, LSTM: long short-term memory, DT: decision tree, MAE: mean absolute error, IMU: inertial measurement unit, KNN: K-nearest neighbor, SVM:
support vector machine, RF: random forest, MLP: multilayer perceptron, CNN: convolution neural network, SOM: self-organized map, CART: classification
regression tree, GCN: graph convolutional network, NB: naive bayesian, HMM: hidden Markov model, ELM: extreme learning machine.

Retrieved systems have been used to guide and assist
motion while collecting objective data on movement quality
and encouraging remote rehabilitation sessions via digital
therapeutic approaches, providing access to quality therapy

from a distance without needing constant supervision by
a therapist on site. Different digital strategies have been
individualized: exergame solutions that engage the patient
to perform some functional movements providing relevant
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TABLE 4. Summary of information concerning the clinical application context. Abbreviations: ADL: activity of daily living, ROM: range of motion.
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Summary of information concerning the clinical application context. Abbreviations: ADL: activity of daily living, ROM: range of
motion.
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Summary of information concerning the clinical application context. Abbreviations: ADL: activity of daily living, ROM: range of
motion.

video and audio feedback during a serious game session
[25], [26], [27], [38], [42], [49]; digital coach solutions
that, via speech [29], [33], [47], sometimes involving social
humanoid robot to encourage activity participation [44],
or app-based text notifications [46], offer automated con-
versational interaction to replace some human care tasks
(reminders and motivational messages for medication, nutri-
tion, and exercise, routine condition checks and health main-
tenance based on personal monitoring data).

Over the past decade, significant efforts focused on devel-
oping unobtrusive, effective, and objective motion-modeling
systems have been made, taking advantage of the progress
made in sensor technology which has become more compact
and more efficient [62]. In almost all the included works,
motion capture technologies based on wearable sensors and
optical sensor-based systems have been mainly individual-
ized as useful systems to support the remote monitoring of
physical rehabilitation tasks. Such technologies allow for
providing crucial information about the patient’s movement
during physical exercise sessions by analyzing significant
kinetic (force, torque, moments, etc.) and kinematic (angle,
orientation, velocity, etc.) features collected in an unobtru-
sively way [63].

Wearable systems are based on compact, lightweight sen-
sors directly mounted on the interesting body part to analyze,
sometimes resulting in embedded smart textile systems such
as garments and gloves [28], [34], [37] or wrist-worn devices
such as smart bands and smartwatches [32], [40], [49], [52],
[53], [57], or as the hardware part of immersive virtual reality
systems (haptic interfaces and headset) [27]. The Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) was the most common motion cap-
ture technology thanks to its low cost and wearability. IMUs
combine linear acceleration from the accelerometer and the
angular turning rates from gyroscopes resulting in accurate
motion data. Moreover, IMUs coupled with different sensors

such as optical fiber sensors [28] and flex and force resistive
sensors [34] are useful to acquire more information about the
amount of deflection or bending and the force applied during
a rehabilitation task. Acceleration signals were also used and
coupled to electrocardiogram (ECG) data in order to better
recognize the patient’s physical activity form [56].

Recently, the advancements in optical sensor-based motion
capture technologies attracted researchers to perform unob-
trusive motion analysis. The vision-based sensor technol-
ogy uses the contactless approach for motion capture; at
the same time, it provides reliable movement tracking
without influencing its naturalness, extraction of kinetic
and kinematic parameters, and accuracy in non-controlled
environments [64]. The Microsoft Kinect camera was the
vision-based system majorly used in motion tracking. Mean-
while, the LeapMotion system was more specifically applied
in the field of hand rehabilitation [55].

Besides all these types of motion capture technologies, the
recent developments in the computer vision field extended the
use of low-cost RGB and depth sensors to perform motion
analysis by means of human pose estimation algorithms
based on deep learning frameworks [30], [33], [42]. Human
pose estimation is a field of computer vision that aims to
predict the poses of human bodies by extracting joints from
images and videos for motion analysis [65]. Contrarily to
wearable sensors, AI-based human motion modeling enables
commercial systems equipped with a camera and low-cost
hardware, such as tablets and smartphones, to perform inex-
pensive and unobtrusive home-based monitoring in patients’
daily life [33], [35], [36].

C. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
Machine learning is an artificial intelligence application that
allows systems to automatically learn and improve from
experience without being explicitly programmed to do so
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TABLE 5. Summary of studies characteristics, implications, and drawbacks. Abbreviations: Lab: laboratory, n.r.: not reported, ADL: activity of daily living.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Summary of studies characteristics, implications, and drawbacks. Abbreviations: Lab: laboratory, n.r.: not reported, ADL: activity of
daily living.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Summary of studies characteristics, implications, and drawbacks. Abbreviations: Lab: laboratory, n.r.: not reported, ADL: activity of
daily living.

FIGURE 5. Categorization of machine learning algorithms. Abbreviations:
LSTM: long short-term memory, MLP: multilayer perceptron, CNN:
convolution neural network.

using previously selected features. Depending on scopes and
tasks, machine learning algorithms can be divided into unsu-
pervised and supervised learning. Unsupervised learning is
well known for feature extraction, while supervised learning
is suitable for predictive modeling by building relationships
between features and the target of interest [66]. Retrieved
machine learning algorithms are schematically presented in
Figure 5.

In only one study that emerged, an unsupervised machine
learning technique known as Self OrganizedMap (SOM) was
used to individualize some clusters according to patients’
demographic and clinical characteristics [25]. SOMs are arti-
ficial neural networks that generate a feature map to produce
a low-dimensional and discretized representation of the input
training samples for clustering, visualization, and classifica-
tion scopes [67].

Almost all the articles involved supervised machine-
learning techniques for classification tasks. Regression
analysis modeling relationships between dependent and inde-
pendent variables involved linear regression algorithms in
analyzing and learning from the existing training data. Lin-
ear regression algorithms have been applied in fewer works

aiming, for example, to reduce the system complexity of
an exergame platform by estimating ground reaction forces
from kinematic features [26], or to solve self-occlusion errors
in motion analysis mapping the noisy Kinect-based mea-
surements to a more accurate benchmark system measure-
ments [51].

Random Forest (RF) and, more specifically, Decision
Trees (DT) algorithms were the most used classifiers.
DT algorithm was also used for a regression problem con-
cerning the feasibility of using motion tracking data to pre-
dict joint angles and torques during an immersive virtual
exergame [27]. DT is one of the oldest machine learning
algorithms; it bases its decision logic on a tree-like archi-
tecture [68]. Its ease of interpreting and its rapid learning
speed made it popular to use in the healthcare domain, espe-
cially in multiclass activity recognition problems in rehabil-
itation. The reason is that when examining the tree for a
classification sample, the results of each node will provide
relevant information to be inferred about its class. RFs are
sets of randomized DTs combined using bagging techniques
to reduce overfitting problems when the dataset is relatively
large [69]. An RF model is particularly useful for categoriz-
ing classes of patients according to their clinical assessment
characteristics [39]. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) were the other traditional super-
visedmachine learning algorithmsmost used in selected stud-
ies, followed by logistic regression classifiers, Naive Bayes
(NB) algorithm, and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
algorithm. HMM is a Markov chain process that finds appli-
cation in posture recognition and characterization of skele-
tal tracking spatial-temporal data as a parametric stochastic
model [70]. HMM was applied as a probabilistic approach
to model a given action into hidden states representing an
arbitrary decomposition of the whole movement into succes-
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sive phases. For example, an HMM algorithm was applied
to classify the performed exercise into six possible correct-
ness classes according to its execution [48]. Also, logis-
tic regression was used for movement evaluation [34], [49]
and activity monitoring [50]. Logistic regression is consid-
ered the baseline supervised machine learning algorithm to
classify an observation, and its outputs can be easily inter-
preted as probabilities of the occurrence of a class [71].
In the case where authors handled multiple classes [56],
a generalization of logistic regression was used: the softmax
regression algorithm [72]. A more simplest approach used
to make class-probability inference was the NB algorithm.
The NB classifier is fast and easy to implement, resulting
in particularly used for the implementation of a recommen-
dations system. However, one of its biggest disadvantage is
that the algorithm is based on Bayes’ theorem that assumes
independence between the features which are dependent in
most of the real-life cases [73].

The KNN is another algorithm often applied in classi-
fication problems. KNN is a non-parametric classification
algorithm known for its simplicity and effectiveness, used
to classify data based on closest or neighboring training
examples in each region [74]. The KNN classifier is based
on distance metrics and was widely used in real-time applica-
tions for activity monitoring [29], [41], [45], [50], [52] as it is
free from the underlying assumptions about the distribution of
the dataset. Finally, Support Vector Machines (SVM) was the
thirdmost used traditional machine learning classifier applied
for classification tasks in activity recognition [29], [31], [38],
[41], [45], [52], movement classification [47]but also for
clinical assessment scopes [46]. SVM algorithms present
good generalization ability for sequential data structures and
datasets that are not too large and for linear and non-linear
problems.

Artificial neural networks were also a common choice
among researchers interested in implementing solutions for
monitoring and assisting decentralized physical rehabilita-
tion. Artificial neural networks are a subset of machine
learning algorithms inspired by neuroscientific studies con-
cerning the functioning of the neurons’ brain, whose branch
is known as deep learning [75]. The recent advancements
in deep learning, such as hybrid and lightweight deep neu-
ral networks, have been exploited to develop a framework
for exercise performance evaluation and smart assistance
for home-based rehabilitation sessions. Convolutional neural
network (CNN) was the commonest architecture applied in
selected papers. CNNs are designed to learn spatial hier-
archies of features automatically and adaptively through
backpropagation by using multiple building blocks, such as
convolution layers, pooling layers, and fully connected lay-
ers [76]. The CNNs have been trained on large-scale datasets
and on graph-structured data for motion analysis issue
[35], [77]. CNNs achieved outstanding accuracies in the
computer vision field for human detection and pose esti-
mation that is useful to compute position and orientation
data of interesting joints [33], [39], [42], [44], but also

for activity monitoring [32], [40], [41], [52] and move-
ment evaluation [43]. Particularly CNN architectures such
as ResNet [78] and AlexNet [79] achieved the highest accu-
racy respectively in pose estimation method for tracking
human motion [42]and activity monitoring by processing
some kinematic data [41]. Also, recurrent neural network
(RNN) models achieved high accuracy in activity monitor-
ing, which, thanks to the redundant connections between
the network’s neurons, can capture temporal dependencies in
input data [26], [80]. More in detail, long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM), which is an RNN variant model [81], is par-
ticularly useful for analyzing temporal sequences between
motion data frames [44]. The latest common deep learn-
ing approach among articles was the multilayer perceptron
(MLP). MLP showed to achieve high accuracy above all in
detecting specific movements [31]. MLP is a feed-forward
fully connected network consisting of an input layer that
receives data, an output layer that makes the decision or
prediction about the input signal, and one or more hidden
layers between these two that are considered the network’s
computational engine [82]. MLP, not requiring preliminary
feature engineering, is considered easier to develop and apply
in smart assistant applications than other deep learning meth-
ods. Also, a more simple learning algorithm, called extreme
learning machine (ELM) that is composed of a single-hidden
layer feed-forward neural networks [83], was able to achieve
high accuracy in multi-class classification task in work [58].

D. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Besides technical requirements, it is fundamental to integrate
clinical knowledge into technologies to be used at home
in a minimally supervised way. Hence, the role of AI in
clinical practice should be to provide a combination of med-
ical, psychological, and technical knowledge in the form of
embedded algorithms analyzing and processing online the
data generated by digital technologies. AI is expected to play
a crucial role in clinical decision-making, the online adap-
tation of therapy exercises, and the monitoring of progress
through the extraction of validated assessment scores [84].
All the information regarding the clinical application context
is reported in Table 3. Based on the reviewed papers, three
main approaches have been introduced to manage the remote
monitoring and evaluation of physical rehabilitation therapies
bymeans ofmachine learning applications. These approaches
could be categorized as activity recognition, movement clas-
sification, and clinical functional assessment.

Machine learning algorithms address activity recognition
tasks aimed to identify specific rehabilitation actions to
remotely track patients’ adherence to the prescribed therapy
and sometimes to measure the treatment outcomes based on
patients’ activity in real-world life [85]. Most of the reviewed
papers covered the problem of recognizing activities for spe-
cific body parts like strength training exercises for upper
and lower limb [29], [41], [44], [56], exercises to improve
range of motion [38], flexibility and balance exercises
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[37], [44], specific rehabilitation exercise for upper limb and
lower impaired limb in stroke [31], [40], [55], and shoulder
impairments [32], [45], [52]. Other articles monitored activ-
ities of daily living (ADL), detecting general activities such
as standing, sitting, squatting, walking, and running useful for
health promotion programs in the elderly [28], [44], and other
routine activities involving upper limb goal-directed tasks in
stroke rehabilitation [50].

Movement classification approaches aimed to assess the
quality of rehabilitation exercises performed remotely. Algo-
rithms addressing movement classification tasks have been
used to evaluate exercise performance in terms of the well
and poorly-executed tasks. Some approaches relied on clas-
sifying the movement into discrete score classes based on
clinician rating, such as low, moderate, and high performance
of hand movements in stroke rehabilitation [34], [58]and well
or badly performed upper limb movements while playing
exergame [49]. Always based on clinical expertise knowl-
edge, other approaches classify movements in correct or erro-
neous execution classes defined by a set of pre-established
rules [36], [47], [48], [54]. For example, a set of predefined
rules was used to label correct and compensatory movements
in different possible classes to provide real-time feedback
during remote hip rehabilitation exercises [48]. Noteworthy,
another approach based on the movement classification task
was applied to develop an accurate segmentation of exercise
repetitions to evaluate the patient’s performance in a detailed
way [43], [59].

The last interesting approach in reviewed papers aimed to
manage rehabilitation interventions through preventive and
personalized solutions by predicting the patient’s clinical
functional status. A personalized exergame based on classify-
ing the user profile according to related impairment charac-
teristics was introduced to adapt therapeutic settings during
a motor neurorehabilitation session [25]. An accurate and
quantitative balance assessment based on a validated clinical
instrument mini-BEST test was proposed to recognize the
level of patient impairment and predict the fall risk [39].
Finally, a multi-class classifier was used to separate new users
into three groups based on their initial activity level (vigor-
ous, mild, and sedentary users) to develop a conversational
agent-assisted health coaching system to support behavioral
change via personalized recommendations [46].

E. LIMITATIONS
The authors of reviewed articles evidenced and reported some
drawbacks (see Table 4). They refer to issues regarding the
size and characteristics of the samples and the low generaliz-
ability of results in a relevant operational environment.

In general, the data were collected from a limited sample
composed mainly of healthy subjects that did not reflect the
pathological behavior of the end-user population target for
which the technologies have been developed. Few systems
have been tested and validated on relevant clinical popula-
tion targets: stroke [31], [40], [50], [58], Parkinson’s disease
[39], [47], cerebral palsy [38], patients with shoulder

impairments [32], [45], osteoarthritis [33], [59], chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease [36]. Other studies recruited
subjects with various motor impairments related to orthope-
dic and neurological conditions [25], [33], [49], [54], thus
addressing an enormous heterogeneity in collected data.

Other problems concerning the generalizability of results
have been addressed as related to the reproducibility of the
data collected in limited or different conditions (such as
settings, users, and operators) [26], [27], [28], [32], [34], [36],
[39], [42], [46], [53], [57], [59].

Considering the technology readiness level (TRL) of all
the reviewed solutions, the TRL generally spans from level 3
(experimental proof of concept) to level 4 (technology vali-
dated in the laboratory) [86]. A very minority of studies vali-
dated and demonstrated the application of proposed AI-based
solutions in relevant operation environments such as remote
conditions and home-based settings [32], [38], [40], [46].
Finally, analyzing reviewed articles for SJR quartile quality
metrics emerged that high-quality research was conducted for
activity recognition and clinical status prediction applications
as expected. However, future efforts are needed to increase
the quality of the research interested in solving rehabilitation
issues by the means of movement classification applications
(see Figure 4).

IV. DISCUSSION
This work presented a systematic review of machine learning
methods and applications in the physical rehabilitation con-
text to support the future challenge of making remote services
accessible. During the last decade (from 2010 on), several
system technologies coupled with machine learning methods
have been applied to monitor and assess rehabilitation issues.
A total of 519 publications were retrieved by a systematic
search strategy performed in PubMed, IEEE Xplore, and
Scopus databases. After the full-text screening, 35 articles
that respected eligibility criteria were included in the data
extraction process.

The study aimed to report the status of innovative devel-
opments obtained in the field of AI-based machine learn-
ing solutions supporting decentralized rehabilitation services.
Study characteristics related to the type of system used,
machine learning techniques and methods applied, informa-
tion about the clinical application field evidencing rehabili-
tation scopes, the population target, and participants enrolled
for validation issues were highlighted. Moreover, limitations
and challenges encountered by researchers and future direc-
tions concerning the role of AI-based solutions in remote
rehabilitation services were reported.

The real challenge of artificial intelligence applications
resulted in the incorporation of clinical skills and knowledge
in order to assist and manage patients in a minimally super-
vised and more efficient way.

Emerging AI-based computer vision approaches, which
currently represent an intensive research topic, are promis-
ing for rehabilitation applications to provide home-based,
inexpensive, and unobtrusive monitoring of patients [87].
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Unobtrusive and wearable technologies coupled with algo-
rithms that recognize performed activities will make the
remote evaluation of patient’s adherence to prescribed exer-
cise affordable, which until now was based on self-reported
measures by subjects [17]. Assessment-driven therapy adap-
tation algorithms integrated into exergame solutions should
ensure that the physical therapy remains at an optimal level of
challenge to maintain motivation for long-term therapy pro-
grams necessary in chronic conditions [88]. Moreover, move-
ment classification algorithms integrated into digital coach
systems and socially assistive robots could support real-time
evaluations and personalized feedback. They provide emo-
tional support to increase engagement during home-based
rehabilitation therapy in clinical populations characterized by
fragile psychophysical conditions [89], [90].

Gradual steps are necessary to introduce AI applica-
tions to support rehabilitation services at a distance. Firstly,
AI-based monitoring systems integrated into a traditional
videoconferencing application could be the way forward to a
data-driven approach that helps therapists plan personalized
and participatory programs during remote rehabilitation vis-
its and sessions. Then, AI-based applications for automatic
monitoring and assistance could be adopted to solve issues
in long-term rehabilitation programs (to the maintenance of
therapy outcomes and the overload of clinic facilities for
routine practices). Furthermore, AI-based applications could
also allow engaging a wide range of individuals in their
home environments to easier extend preventive rehabilitation
programs in pre-morbidities conditions.

Besides the potentiality of AI-based solutions to support
the remote monitoring and evaluation of physical therapy
programs, further developments of underlying algorithms and
validation of methods will be required for broader adoption.
Future studies must focus on testing AI-based applications in
relevant operational environments, such as in remote condi-
tions and home-based settings. Clinical trials comparing the
effects on specific population targets of such emerging solu-
tions versus traditional rehabilitation approaches are required
to lead AI-based applications to clinical acceptance. Social
and ethical considerations will also need to be considered as
AI-based applications will change the paradigm of interac-
tions occurring between healthcare professionals and patients
in decentralized contexts.

V. CONCLUSION
This work outlined the potential applicability of machine
learningmethodswithin decentralized rehabilitation services.

The systematic review approach revealed the state-of-
the-art AI-based machine learning solutions implemented
to assist and manage remote rehabilitation procedures dur-
ing the last decade. Characteristics concerning systems and
machine learning deployed in the rehabilitation context and
their implications to support the delivery of therapies from a
distance have been evidenced and discussed.

The above discussion suggests that AI-based solutions
offer contributions in the form of quality improvement and

enhancement of existing practice, as well as support new
models of care based on decentralized services.

The review and recommendations provided in this paper
aim to guide the design of the next generation of AI-aided
rehabilitation services, their validation, and their translation
to clinical practice. In the future, AI is expected to increas-
ingly play a crucial role in driving the clinic-centered model
toward a decentralized healthcare model that will overcome
challenges of health service delivery due to time, distance,
and logistic issues, enabling cost-effectiveness and better
access to long-term therapies.
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